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Challenges in ILSA

- It is hard to assess learning for many different educational systems. Several features for large scale assessment are challenging to design comparable and informative test:
  - Several languages
  - Curricular differences
  - Heterogenous Ability

- The higher the heterogeneity among the target population of students in a large-scale assessment, the more difficult is to assemble an informative test for all target populations.

- Different ILSA studies present floor effects and have difficulties to provide informative results for countries far off from the the test mean difficulty (e.g., Rutkowski et al., 2019; 2022).

- Regional large-scale assessment are assumed to minimize some of these challenges (e.g., less language diversity, hopefully common curriculum). In the present study we inquire if ERCE, a regional-ILSA deals better with test-ability alignment.
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Abstract

This study examines the potential advantages of regional assessments, such as ERCE 2019, in addressing challenges faced by large international large scale assessments with heterogeneous populations. The paper investigates whether a regionally focused assessment, developed with the active involvement of all participating countries and targeting more homogeneous populations in terms of language, culture, and economic development, can result in better alignment between measurement instruments and participants’ proficiency. Using confirmatory mapping techniques and item response theory reliability indices, the study aims to identify whether the measurement gaps observed in studies with more heterogeneous populations studies like TIMSS and PISA also exist in ERCE.

1. Introduction

In spite of the care with which International Large Scales Assessments (ILSAs) in education are designed, they remain subject to a cross-cultural measurement paradox: “the larger the cross-cultural distance between groups, the more likely cross-cultural differences will be observed, but the more likely those differences may be influenced by uncontrolled variables” (Van De Vijver and Poortinga, 2005, p. 3). In the context of recent ILSA administrations, this issue is difficult to avoid, as more (and more heterogeneous) countries are included in each study. For instance, the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), the largest ILSA, began with 44 participating educational systems in 2000. By 2022, the study expanded to include 62 participating educational systems. A notable aspect of PISA is the participation of both Organizations for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) member countries and non-member countries, commonly referred as “partner countries”. Since all OECD countries participate every cycle, PISA’s growth primarily stems from the inclusion of partner countries, which are generally less economically developed. Another example of ILSA expansion is evident in the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). In 2019, TIMSS included 79 systems participating systems in either fourth or eighth grade, which is an increase of 20 systems from the study’s first administration in 1995. Like PISA, TIMSS included highly varied systems in regard to economic development. Table 1 highlights a fact of the heterogeneity in PISA by illustrating the growth in the number of participating educational systems and their respective GPDP per capita, expressed in 2018 US dollars. Notable is the growth in partner countries as well as the substantial difference in economic development between these two groups of participating educational systems.

Different reasons have been laid out in the literature regarding why countries participate in ILSAs. These reasons include external factors such as regulations, normative reasons related to countries conforming to global accountability practices, and national reasons linked to public policy making (Arends et al., 2022; Li and Steenkamer, 2022). For instance, participation in certain ILSAs promoted by the OECD is often expected for member states. However, in the case of Mexico, there was a temporary suspension of its participation in PISA 2022 as the pilot studies were put on hold (OECD, 2021). However, following the public announcement of this news in April 2021, Mexico’s president reaffirmed the country’s participation in the OECD study (Gobierno, 2021). On the other hand, Mexico declined its participation in ERCE 2015. Li and Steenkamer (2022) suggest that low- and middle-income countries may be inclined to participate in ILSAs due to normative expectations, following the example of other countries in their region, engages in test-based accountability. Further, participating in ILSAs can serve as indirect tools to attract international donor, loans, and aid, and it can also put countries on the map and facilitate policy
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Figure 1. Empirical proficiency distributions by educational systems.

Figure 2. Empirical item difficulty distribution for PISA 2015 science domain.
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Test and Ability (miss)match

Uncertainty of scores at different scale locations
Test-Ability (miss)match

• In general terms we can imagine floor and ceiling effects. For a test to be informative for all participating countries the item difficulties must covered the full range of the different population abilities.

• In this sense, we think of this problem as an issue of test-ability (miss) match or test-ability alignment.

• ILSA is in the most extreme scenario to develop test that are comparable and informative for all target populations (high heterogeneity due to language, curriculum, and abilities). In contrast, Regional-ILSA may have lesser challenges due to lower language diversity, and lower curricular differences (hopefully).

• We assess what is the test-ability (miss) match in ERCE 2019, using Rasch Models.
ERCE 2013

Results

Test-Item difficulty alignment to participating countries abilities
Item difficulty coverage

- ERCE 2013 test seems **well match** to the target participant abilities.

- There only fewer proportions of students outside the range of item difficulties. Similar results were obtained for 3rd grade (Math, and Language) and for 6th grade (Math, Language and Science).

- We believe these results are favored due to two main conditions: a **smaller heterogeneity** in language among participants, and smaller range of participating countries.

- Yet there are other features of ERCE **governance and design** we think is important to highlight: participation in test development, and curricular studies preceding test development.

*Fig. 2. Countries distribution of the person estimates, for sixth graders Math test, and item location estimates.*
Rationale

Discussion

Uncertainty of scores at different scale locations
Discussion

- The higher the **heterogeneity in ability** between the countries we aim to assess, the larger must be the item difficulty coverage of the item bank we are using to assemble the tests.

- **Language diversity** among participating countries increases the difficulty to create comparable item banks. ERCE 2013, only includes two languages (e.g., castellano-spanish, and Portuguese).

- **Curricular variability** poses challenges to assemble test with enough opportunities to learn among participating countries. Test development is **preceded by a curricular study** of all participating countries, thus assuring test selected items for the pilot stage have enough proficiency coverage for each participating country.

- **Active participation by all participating countries in test development**, as a collaborative endeavor (Vanni and Valenzuela, 2020), may help reach a higher alignment between country proficiency distributions and item locations in ERCE.
Muchas gracias!
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